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ML* FRESIDENT0. ETC, 
I THANK YOU FOR YOUR INVITATION FOR M TO BB PRESENT 
TODAY AT THIS H9&7 20KB CONFERENCE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIAN JAYCBES, 
1 VERY MUCH APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY OF PARTICIPATIEG IN YOUR 
CONFERENCE AND ASSISTING IS ANY SMALL WAY THAT I CAN IN YOUR 
DISCUSSIONS HERE TODAY. 
I BELIEVE THAT THE ACTIVITIES OP AUSTRALIAN JAYCBE8 
ARB VERY XE.1PQRTANT TO OUR .COMMUNITY. THEY ARB IMPORTANT TO THE 
INDIVIDUAL B3EN WHO TAKE PART IN TEE WORE OF JAYCEE3 FOR THEY 
STIMULATE THE INDIVIDUAL INTO CONSIDERED THOUGHT AMD ACTIVITY. 
THAT IN ITSELF IS OF ®EAT ASSISTANCE TO THE II®IVIDUAL0 BUT 
MORE IMPORTANTLY IT 18 A VITAL NECESSITY FOR THE YOUNG M OF OUR 
NATION TO ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE IH PUBLIC AFFAIRS IF WE ARB TO 
CONTINUE TO DEVELOP AS A KATION IN ©IB 17AY 1ST FTBXCH WE WOULD 
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WISH TO PROCEED. IT IS THIS QUESTION ON FUTURE DEVELOPMT OF 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA ON V3HICH I WISH TO SPEAK TO YOU THIS AFT®NOON. 
YOU WILL ALL APPRECIATE THAT SOUTH AUSTRALIA'S EARLY 
•-DBVBX.QPSENT WAS ALOHG THE LINES OF PRIMARY PRODUCTION AND OUR 
ECONOMY WAS LARGELY BASED OH THE FFTODUCE OF OUR LAND. HOWEVER, 
FROM THE EARLIEST DAYS SOME SKILLED ARTISANS UERE HERE AND THE 
STATE WAS ABLE TO PROVIDE A SMALL AMOUNT OF SECONDARY INDUSTRY OF 
A HIGHLY SKILLED NATURE. DURING THE SECOND WORLD WAR A CONSIDERABLE 
BOOST TO OUR SECONDARY INDUSTRY PRODUCTION TOOK PLACE THROUGH THE 
PLACING OF LARGE MUNITION PLANTS KBRE0 AND A RAPID CHANGE HAS 
TAKEN PLACE SINCE THOSE WAR YEARS. TODAY THE VALUE OF SECONDARY 
PRODUCTION CONSIDERABLY EXCEEDS THAT OF FRIHARY PRODUCTION XN 
THE STATS. THE EFFECT OF THIS HAS BEEN TO PROVIDE FOR A GREATER 
STABILITY IN THE STATE'S ECGNOLI*. 
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I 'THINK IT-WILL BE CLEARTOALL THAT MK3H OF THE 
FUTURE DEVBLOPMT OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA MUST BE BASED OH SECONDARY 
INDUSTRYO UNLIKE SOME OF THE OTHER STATES 0IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
WE HO LOKGER HAVE LARGEAREAS OF LAND AVAILABLE S3HICH ARB 
SUITABLE FOB FURTHER PRIMHY PRODUCTION ALTHOUGH THE GOVERNMENT 
THROUGH THE SERVICES PROVIDED BIT THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, 
WILL CONTXNUE TO MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO INCREASE THE OUTPUT OF 
M M M PRODUCTION THROUGH ADVANCED METHODS OF LAND HUSBANDRY D 
THE LAND AVAILABLE FOR FURTHER PRIUABY PRODUCTION IS DEFINITELY 
LIMITED*. 
FOR SOME TIME HORJJ, OUR STATE HAS MADE RAPID DEVELOPMIT 
W THE ESTABLISHMENT OF INDUSTRY EQUAL TO ABOUT THE AVERAGE 
RATE OF GROWTH IN AUSTRALIA OVER THE PERIOD SINGE THE WAR, MUCH 
OF THE SECOIUDAHY INDUSTRY GROWTH HAS HOWEVERP BEEN IN W E PRODUCTION 
OF CONSUME DURABLES,, PARTICULARLY MOTOR CARS AND HOME APPLIANCES, 
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THIS HAS E8EAHT THAT OUR ECONOMY RELIES VERY HEAVXLY'UPON SECONDARY 
INDUSTRY PRODUCTION IN THESE AREAS* AND IT IS THEREFORE VULNERABLE 
TO FLUCTUATIONS IN THE GENERAL STATE OF THE ECONOM IN THE E.10RE 
POPULOUS EASTERN STATES SINCE THE MAJORITY OF PRODUCTION IN 
CONSUMER DURABLES FINDS ITS MARKET IN THE EASTERN STATES AND IS: NOT 
EXPORTED OVERSEAS, 
DURING THE PMIGD OF THE LATE 1950'© AND THE EARLY 
YEARS OF THIS DECADE» ALL OTHER STATES IN AUSTRALIA RECOGNISED 
THE NEED TO COMPETE FOR INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMT0 THEY SET UP 
FULLY STAFFED INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENTS SO THAT FEASIBLE 
PROJECTS FOR DE^ BLOPE3ENT XN THEIR STATES COULD BE SOW TO 
INVESTORS WHO WOULD BE ATTRACTED TO PROVIDE TECHNOLOGICAL 
DEVELOPMENT WXFFIHXN THE STATE. THIS DID NOT HAPPEN IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA^ IT WAS NOT UNTIL THE LABGH . GOVFFINKENT TOOK OFFICE IN 
1965 THAT THB PREMIERES DEPARTMENT WAS ESTABLISHED WITH THE 
SPECIFIC TASK OF PROMOTING INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT* 
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TUB ELM THAT IF WAS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT NOT TO ALLOT? 
FKOPGSALS FOR LARGE SCALE SCHEMES OF DEVELOPMENT TO BE INADEQUATELY 
RESEARCHED BECAUSE INSTANCES OF THIS HAD OCCURRED IN THE PAST 
AND 89ESB PROPOSALS ILAJD FAILED TO MATERIALISE XN SOUTH AUSTRALIA • 
WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA, ITS ARE ' 
IDEALLY SITUATED AS THE CENTRAL LOCATION IN THE C0M30NWEAL5EH0 
TO SERVE THE FUTURE NATIONALMARKET BOTH EAST AND WEST, AND 
THEREFORE THE GCSMINMT WILL PROMOTE THE STATE AS ONE 11HICH 
'HUBS BE OF VITAL INTEREST TO AUSTRALIA* 8 COIUERCIAL. AND INDUSTRIAL 
MANAGEMENTS.IN 2HEIR FUTURE EXPANSION. 
IT IS I&PORTANT THAT WE DIVERSIFY' SOUTH AUSTRALIA'S 
INDUSTRY SO THAT WB ARE NOT INFUTURE ASVULNBRABLE TO EASTERN 
STATES MARKS* FLUCTUATIONS A3 IE ARB NGS7, AND IT IS IMPORTANT 
PGR OUR .DEVBLOPMT THAT 'I® HAVE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, A CONCENTRATION 
OF THE SKILL INDUSTRIES. THIS IS A STATE VJHICH IS IDEALLY SITUATED 
TO THE KIND OF TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT AND CONSEQUENT EXPORT 
• : • PAGE 6. 
PRODUCTION WHICH HAS -BEEN THE PATTERN IN CERTAIN COUNTRIES IN 
EUROPE AND T M MEDITERRANEAN , PARTICULARLY FOR EXAMPLE, SWEDEN, 
SWITZERLAND AND ISRAEL, UMQ0 WITH LIMITED NATURAL RESOURCES, HAVE 
NEVERTHELESS PROVIDED PRODUCTS OF SUCH HIGH QUALITY, CRAFTSMANSHIP 
AND DESIGN, THAT THEY HAVE LED THE WORLD IN THESE FIELDS. IN 
CERTAIN AREAS, SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS ALREADY BEGINNING TO DO THIS. 
M HAVE ALWAYS, HAD A HIGH DEGREE OF TECHNICAL KNOT/^ HOW HERE. 
WE HAVE GOOD RESEARCH FACILITIES ESTABLISHED IN MANY AREAS, 
PARTICULARLY FOR INSTA NCE, IN AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH, IN 'ME 
EUNERAL « B L O P M T LABORATORIES, AND IN THE INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGYP BUT W, WILL BUILD ON THIS BASIS TO ENSURE THAT THERE 
IS ADEQUATE APPLIED INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH TO MAKE OUR STATE THE 
C E M E OF IMPORTANT TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMT IN THE COMTOEALTS. 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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IN THE SHORT TXBE I HAVE BEEN PRE23IER X HAVE S2A&B A 
NUHB® OF AMOUKCEMTS OF IMPORTANCE TO OUR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT C 
FOR INSTANCE,, THE APPOINTMENT OF A DIRECTOR OF INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT HAS BEEN MADE9 AND X AM PLEASED TO SAY THAT FFI. 
DONALD CURRXEO A MAN OUTSTANDINGLY QUALIFIED AND EXPERIENCED 
IN INDUSTRY* 1ELL.C01S3ENCE THESE IMPORTANT DUTIES ON M D A Y NEKT, 
M* CURRIEEILL BRING TO OUR PLANNING PROGRAMME A V7EALTH OF 
EXPERIENCE AT A TIME WHEN PLANNING MUST PROCEED RAPIDLY. 
X HAVE ALSO ANNOUNCED PROPOSALS FOR GOVERNMENT SUPPORT 
FOR AN INDUSTRIAL DESIGN CENTRE IN THIS STATE. DISCUSSIONS ON 
THIS MATTER HAVE ALREADY TAKES! PLACE AND ARRANGE^EM1 S ARE BEING 
MADE FOR THIS CENTRE TO BE SET OP IN A CENTRAL LOCATION IN ADELAIDE. 
I M SURE THIS WILL BO LFUCII TO ASSIST INDUSTRY TO PROMOTE ITS 
ACTIVITIES BY HAVING AVAILABLE TO XT THE BEST KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL 
THAT CAN BE PROVIDED THROUGH SUCH A CENTRE. 
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THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPE5ENT ACTIVITIES OF THE PREMIER0 3 
DEPARTMENT WILL PROMOTE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 
FOUNDATION WHICH WILL ELFSURE ADEQUATE APPLIED INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH ( 
OF A GENERAL NATURE AND PROVIDE FACILITIES FOR APPLIED RESEARCH I, 
mien WILL GREATLY ASSIST MISTING INDUSTRIES IN SOOTH AXJSTRALIA. | 
OVERSEAS VISITORS TO THIS COUNTRY HAVE POINTED TO THE WOEFUL LACK 
OF INDUSTRIAL RESMRCH AND HAVE STATED THAT INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 
GENERALLY IS AT A MUCH IFIJIVTEH LEVEL THAN THAT OF COUNTRIES 
COMPARABLY DEVELOPED,, M WILL REKEDY THAT IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA. 
THE PROVING OF NATURAL GAS DEPOSITS IN THE NORTH EAST 
OF THE STATE XS A FEATURE. V3HICH I BELIEVE WILL BRIM A NEW ERA 
OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY IN SOUTH AUSTRALIAE TT/O DAYS AGO I WAS 
PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT AGREEMENT HAD BESS? REACHED BETUEEN/GAS 
PRODUCERS AND THE ELECTRICITY TRUST OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA ON DETAILS 
NECESSARY TO COMPLETE A CONTRACT FOR THE SUPPLY OF NATURAL GAS TO 
THE TRUST. XN ORDER THAT A NATURAL GAS PIPELINE COULD BE CONSTRUCTED 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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IT UAS ESSENTIAL THAT THE ELECTRICITY TRUST OF SOOTH AUSTRALIA 
©HIGH WILL BE THE MAJOR COHSUKER OF NATURAL QA30 SHOULD COIIE TO 
AGREEMT WITH. THE PRODUCES.* THIS AGREEMT HAS BEEN REACHED 
ON A BASIS VJHXCHP I BELX£V£0 WILL BE OF BENEFIT TO THE TRUST AND 
PROVIDE AN ADEQUATE 'RETURN TO SHE PRODUCERSO THE USE OF NATURAL 
©AS BY THB TRUST STILL ENSURE THAT; THE PIPELINE PROJECT IS 
ECGNOMICALLY VIABLE IN ITS EARLY STAGES, IT ©ILL ALSO MEAN THAT 
SOUTH IPSTRALIA WILL HAVE A LOCAL SOURCE OF FUEL FOR ITS FOOT 
SUPPLIES AND THAT THE STATE WILL NOT BE VULNERABLE TO CHANGIM 
CIRCUMSTANCES IN OVERSEAS -COUNTRIES SUPPLYING FUEL OIL* 
. OF ®BAT IMPORTANCE TO THE FUTURE OF W E STATE08 
DEVELOPMENT IS THE FACT THAT THE NATURAL GAS WHICH WILL BE 
AVAILABLE TO XNDUOTRIAL USERS IN ADELAIDE BY N&9O WILL PROVIDE 
. TIIE RATT;MT®XAL3 FOR ADDITIONAL INDUSTRIES WHICH WITHOUT NATURAL 
GAS0 SOUTH AUSTRALIA COULD NOT HAVE CONTEMPLATED, DXSESSIONS 
HAVE AI5IEADY TAKEN PLACE' .WISH OVERSEAS ORGANISATIONS SHOEING AN 
•*" .PAGE 10. 
ACTIVE INTEREST IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF -NEFC ENTERPRISES IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA BASED ON THE USB OF NATURAL GAS. 
L1UCH HAS-BEEN' SAID REGARDING THE ROUTE FOR THE NATURAL 
GAS TSANSMISSIOIF PIPELINE. ' THE PLAIN FACTS OF WXB HATTER A8J§" 
THAT THE GOVERHHENT' ENGAGED THE SERVICES OF THE BEC3TEL PACIFIC 
CORPORATION,LIMXTED AS CONSULTANTS ON SHIS MATTER. THIS COMPANY 
HAS HAD MUCH EXPERIENCE IN THE .-PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION OF 
PROJECTS OF THIS NATURE IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD. NO 
OTHER ORGANISATION 18 BETT® QUALXPXED TO ADVISE ON PROJECTS OF 
THIS MATURE. THE GOVERNMENT9 S CONSULTANTS EXAMINED ALL POSSIBLE 
ROUTES 'AND HADE A FIRM RECOMSIDATIGSI ON THE ROUTE 1HICH HAS BEEN 
-ACCEPTED BY THE GOVERNMENT. THIS DOES NOT M3AN THAT COUNTRY AREAS 
NOT LOCATED OH THE ROUTE OF THE PIPELINE WILL BE FOREVER WITHOUT 
NATURAL'GAS. TOREVER ADEQUATE DEMANDS EXIST TO ©ARRANT THE 
CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSMISSION LINES TO CEKTRES AWAY FROM THE E3AXN 
APXPELXNE0 ARRANGEMENTS WILL'" BE -E3ADE ACCORDINGLY. 
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- X MENTIONED EARLIER ©IB PROGRESS OF SECONDARY XNDUSTRY 
SINCE SHE WHICH, TOGETHI® WITH OUR VAST PRIMARY PRODUCTION 
HAS BROUGHT TO THE STATE9 THE BENEFITS OF A BALANC® ECQNOE£F. 
Eamrm0 STABILITY IS ATTAINED NOT ONLY THROUGH tre ECONOEJY BUT 
BECAUSE OF A NUMBER OF HUMN FACTORS WHICH ARE OF PRIME 
IE2PQRSANCE TO INVESTORS AND INDUSTRIALISTS ANXIOUS TO PROMOTE 
THEIR ' OS® PARTICULAR ENT®P»ISB. 
: SOUTH AUSTRALIA ENJOYS AN EJ3PLOYER-EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIP 
WHICH IS' SOJISTHIEG OF WHICH IT C M BE JUSTLY PROUD. AS LEAD® OF 
THE GOVERNMENT I PAY A TRIBUTE TODAY TO THE ENLIGHTENED OUTLOOK 
OF BOTH MAHAFFLSMENT AND EE3PLOYBE ORGANISATIONS FORKING IN CO-
OPERATION WITH A PRCBRESSXVB GOVBMMT. X ASSURE YOU GENTLE® 
TODAY THAT THE GOVERNMENT OF SOQTH AUSTRALIA WILL CONTINUE TO 
PROMOTE THESE EXCELLENT RELATIONSHIPS TO MSURE THAT 80US3 
AUSTRALIA MAINTAINS ITS REMARKABLE RECORD OF INDUSTRIAL PEACE. 
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IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA DURING 1$66 ONLY SIXTY-ONE DAYS PER 1,00© 
CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES WME LOST DUE TO DISPUTES 0 COMPARED WXTH 27& 
DAYS IN NEW SOUTH WALES AND AN AUSTRALIAN AVERAGE OF 196 DAYS. 
ILLUSTRATE® XN ANOTHER WAY0 SOUTH AUSTRALIA SUFFM® THE SE2ALL 
PERCENTAGE OF 2.85 OP THE AUSTRALIAN TOTAL OF £SAN DAYS LOST THROUGH 
INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES DURING 1966* THE GOVERNMENT 18 VERY PROUD 
' OF MIS AGIHEVBMENTO AMJ EISPLOYEB ORGANISATIONS AND MANAGEMENT 
ALIKE CAN ALSO FEEL JUSTLY PROUD* XT IS EVIDENCE OF THE FACT 
THAT SOUTH AUSTRALIANS IN ALL WALKS OF LIFE ARB DETERMINED TO GET 
ON WITH THE JOBP NOT -HERRLY TO PROMOTE THEIR OWN SECTIONAL 
X8X2RS3S8, BUT TO JOIN WITH THE G0VERNI3ENT IN SHE DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE STATE. 
. I POINT OUT THAT INDUSTRIAL STABILITY, HAS ONLY BEEN 
MAINTAINED BECAUSE WORKING PEOPLE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA FOR LONG 
DEPRIVED OF BENEFITS AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE* HAVE NOW RECEIVED 
MARGINAL IMPROVEMENTS XN THEIR CONDITIONS DURING THE LAST TWO 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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YEARS WHICH HAVE LED TO A GENERAL SATISFACTION. WHILE IT XS 
IMPORTANT FOR SOUTH AUSTRALIA TO CONTINUE TO MNTAXN A LOW COST 
STRUCTURE^ IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO ENSURE THAT' THE WORKFORCE XN 
SOUTH AUSTRALIANS SATISFIES) AND STABLE AND OPERATING T?ND® 
CONDITIONS WHICH. ARE REASONABLE AND COMPARABLE WITH THOSE ELSEWHERE 
XN THE COUNTRY, 
CONTRARY TO STATEMTS WHICH HAVE BEEN PUBLICISED IN 
VARIOUS PLACES 0 THE GOVERNMENT HAS MINTAINED A LOW COST STRUCTURE 
WITHIN ©IE STATE. CERTAINLY XN,SOKE INSTANCES WB HAVE BEEN FORCED 
AS A RB0UI® OF THE COFFIONWEALSH GOVERNMENT°S ATTITUDE TO 
COSAOM^ JEALTH/STATE RELATION© TO BIAKE: INCREASES XN CHARGES. EVERY 
STATE GOVERNMENT IN MHMMM&RJM HAS BEIN FORCED INTO THIS. " ' 
POSITION0 THE FACT REMAINS AND HAS NOT RECEIVED THE PUBLICITY 
XT .FTAHGTABTG* THAT THE INCREASED CHARGES THAT HAVE BEEN MADE XN 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA OV® THE LAST TWO AND A QUARTER YEARS P ARB LOWM 
THAN THOSE II3POBED BY THE GOVERX5E33NTS XH W B OTHER STATES OF 
. PAGE 
AUSTRALIAO BECAUSE OF THE MAINTENANCE OF THIS LOW C08T STRUCTURE 
AND THE FORWARD PLANNING BY THE GOVERNMENT AND ITS INSTRUMENTALITIES 9 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA IS ABLE TO OFFER FULLY SERVICED INDUSTRIAL SITES 
AT PRICES MUCH LOWER THAN SIMILAR SITES IN OUR NEIGHBOURING STAT&S. 
OUR BUILDING INDUSTRY BUILT UP OVER THE YEARS ON A BASIS OF 
EFFICIENCY* ENABLES THE STATE TO ENJOY RELATIVELY LOWER BUXLDXKG 
COSTS FOR HIGH QUALITY STRUCTURES. XH THE RESULT^ WE ARE ABLE TO 
OFFER TO INDUSTRIES SEEKING TO ESTABLISH IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA^ 
LOWER ESTABLISHMENT COSTS THAN ELSEWHERE AND LOWER RUNNING COSTS 
THAN ELSEWHERE* : 
X REGARD THE PROMOTION OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT XN THE 
STATE AS OF SUCH XIMPORTANCE AS FOR XT TO BE A PERMANENT FUNCTION 
OF THE PREMIER'S DEPARTMENT UNDER C3Y PERSONAL MINISTERIAL 
ADMINISTRATION. THE GOVERNMENT HAS A POLICY OF A88XSTXH8 INDUSTRY 
IN VARIOUS WAYS. WITH THE GOVERNMENTS FORWARD PLANNING IN 
ASSOCIATION WITH THE INSTRUMENTALITIES RESPONSIBLE FOR THE HIOVXSION 
OF ELECTRICITY AND GAS„ WE ARE ABLE TO ASSURE ANY ENTERPRISE 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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C0NTEI3FLATIKG ESTABLISHMT- IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA 0 THAT THE PROVISION 
OF ESSENTIAL 8MVICE8 SUCH AS 17ATBR0 8EWAGE0 RAILWAYS AND ROADS0 
POF«, AND GAS9 CAN BE READILY KADE AVAILABLE TO M T THEIR DEMNDS* 
ANOTIIER IL3PGRTAHT FEATURE ASSOCIATED OTTH INDUS®IAL 
DEMOPSMIT IS THE PROVISION OF HOUSING: FOR THE EXPANDING WORKFORCE. 
OTYALLA IS AN EXCELLENT EXAMPLE OF THE GOVERNF^NT' S CO-OPS?ATXON 
mm ''XNSOSSBY IN THE PROVISION OF HOUSIKG TO E2E1T EXPANDING NEEDS<> 
THIS IS M IMPORTANT REAS« 11HY I HAVE ASSOCIATB3) THE PORTFOLIO 
OF MISTER OF HOUSING IN .CONJUNCTION WITH MY RESPONSIBILITIES AS 
PREMIER 80 THAT THE FLAMING; FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT WILL 
CONTINUE IN CONJUNCTION ?/ITE ALL O^MSR FACTORS ASSOCIATES) M M IT0 
E5UCH HAS. BEEN SAID SROS3 TILIE TO TIME ABOUT THE I IMPORTANCE OF 
DECENTRALISATION OF INDUSTRY. MY G C V ® N M T HAS A DEFINITE 
POLICY TOWARDS THE M O M S K M OF DECEKTRALISATIONL HO¥JEVER0 EVERYONE 
; MIST REALISE THATIT 18 JUST NOT EBACTXCAL TO PLANT AN INDUSTRY IN 
ANY COUNTS* AREA ^ ICH AN INDIVIDUAL OR A PARTICULAR BODY B3AY 17ISH 
' . • - "•'•• ,. PAGE 16* • 
TO NOMINATE. CERTAIN FUNDAMENTAL FACTORS TAUST ALWAYS BE BORNE IN 
HIND IN ENDEAVOURING TO PROVIDE DECENTRALISATION*, LOCATION OF M U 
RSATERLALSO TRANSPORT COSTS OF EIATMALS, TRANSPORT COSTS OF 
FINISHED PRODUCTS ARB ALL MATTERS MICH AFFECT DECISIONS ON THE 
LOCATION OF'INDUSTRY,,.. HOWEVER* SUCCESS. IS • BEING. ACHIEVED WITH OUR 
POLICY OF DECENTRALISATION9 AND VB NOW :HAVE. CONTINUE) GROWTH IN 
A NUMBER OF OUR ESTABLISHED COUNTRY AREAS AND TTHYALLA OF COURSE 
IS AN OUTSTANDING EXAMFLEO 
HY 60VESIWI? INTRODUCED LEGISLATION ^ HICH HAS RESULTED 
IN THE SETTING UP OF A PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY AND WHICH 
PROVIDES FOB TIM APPROVING OF REGIONAL PLANNING AREAS* FUNDS WILL 
FGR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THESE 
IS M I AND WITH THE CONTINUED 
BE MADE AVAILABLE TO THE AUTHORITY 
REGIONAL PLANNING AREAS* AND BY TH 
EFFORTS OF THE PRMSL'S DBPARTMT IN INDUSTRIAL HIOL-OTIGN;, THE 
POLICY OF DECENTRALISATION OF INDUSTRY L?ILL CONTINUE TO MCGRESS. 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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THEGGVERNMT RECOGNISED THE IMPORTANT PART THAT 
TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROVIDES IN THE ATTRACTION OP 
INDUSTRY TO THE STATE. MY COLLEAGUE, THE MINISTER OF EDUCATION, 
AND I„ TOGETHER WITH OTHER EMBERS OF THE CABINET, HAVE DEVOTED 
KOCH TIM AND THOUGHT TO ENSURE THE PROVISION OF ADEQUATE 
FACILITIES FOR TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND (GAINING. THE STATE'S 
TWO UNIVERSITIES AND ITS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY ARE OF A STANDARD 
WHICH COMPARES FSORE THAN FAVOURABLY WITH SIMILAR INSTITUTIONS 
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. IN FAC© OUR PROVISIONS FOR THE TRAINING OF 
APPRENTICES ARB UNEQUALLED IN AUSTRALIA* X CAN ASSURE YOU THAT 
THE GOVERNMENT WXLL TAKE ALL POSSIBLE STEPS TO MINTAXN THIS HIGH 
STANDING SO THAT THE EMPLOYEES IN SOUTH AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY CAN 
PROVIDE A STANDARD OF SKILL AND WQRKESANSHXP WHICH WILL KEASURE UP TO 
WORLD RECGUIREPENTS. 
IH SPEAKING OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, UNFORTUNATELY IT 
IS NOT POSSIBLE TO GIVE DETAILS OF NEGOTIATIONS TAKING PLACE WITH 
THE GOVERNMENT.- NATURALLY THESE NEGOTIATIONS CONCERN THE PRIVATE 
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BUSINESS OF THE COMPANIES CONCERNED, AND FOR THAT REASON IT IS 
IMPOSSIBLB FOR HE TO GIVE YOU DETAILED XNFORIAATXON OF INDUSTRIES 
THAT ARE LIKELY TO ESTABLISH IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA IN THE NEAR FUTURE. 
WITHOUT BREACHING ANY CONFIDENCE, EDWHTER, I CAN BAY THAT THE 
PREMIER ® 8' DEPARTMENT HAS IN HAND CERTAIN NEGOTIATIONS WHICH IF 
CARRIED TO A SUCCESSFUL CONCLUSION WXLL BE OF VITAL XH3PGSTANCS TO 
. / 
OUR FUTURE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT. AS PREMIER OF THE STATE, X 
DO NOT PROPOSE EVER-TO ?MKE DETAILED ANNGSJNCESSENTS OF INDUSTRIES 
WHICH ISIGE? ESTABLISH IN THE STATE, BUT WILL ONLY DO SO WHEN FIRE 
DECISIONS HAVE BEEN REAGHED BY THE ENTERPRISES CONCERNED AND HJANS 
HAVE BEEN COMPLETED TO SET UP PRODUCTION WITHIN THE STATE. 
SINCE THE HIEIIER'3 DEPARFMT WAS ESTABLISHEDE IT HAS, 
HOWEVER, HAD THE SATISFACTION OF COMPLETING NEGOTIATIONS FOR 
SUCH IMPORTANT PROJECTS AS THE KULTI MILLION DOLLAR UNDERTAKING 
OF CHRYSLER AUSTRALIA LIFTED WHICH IS BEING FINANCED BY CAPITAL 
FROE3 THE COMPANY'S ACTIVITIES IN AMESICA - (A CLEAR INDICATION 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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OF THE COJ5PIDENGE OF THE AMICAN INDUSTRIALISTS CONCERNED IN 
TIE FUTURE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA) - THE NEW FACTORY OF HILLS 
INDUSTRIES LIMITED AT 0* SULLIVAN BEACH WHICH I RECENTLY H^D THE 
t . 
HONOUR TO OPEN| THE FACTORY OF GOMALCQ INDUSTRIES PTYO LIMITED 
AT SFTLE ®DO AND A NUMBER OF OTHER ACTIVITIES "THOUGH SMALLER IN 
V M M T V M BUT NEVERTHELESS IMPORTANT IN OUR INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES 
WITHIN THE: STATE, : ' 
- THE PREFER'8. DEPARTFFINT HAS ALWAYS ACFED IN CLOSE , > 
C0-OP1RATION WITH; THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN HOUSING TOST AND THIS 
HAS BEEN OF VITAL IMPORTANCE IN OUR PROMOTIONAL PLANSO THE 
GGVESNE2BKT RECMTLY I3ADB -ARRAMEMTS FOR THE GENERAL MANAGER 
OF THE TRUST,, IHO BAM8AY© -TO HAKE A VISIT OVERSEAS TO ENABLE HIM 
TO UNDERTAKE PERSONAL NEGOTIATIONS OTTH E3ANY OVERSEAS ORGANISATIONS 
WHICH HAVE SHOWN AN INTEREST IN ESTABLISHING ACTIVITIES IN THIS 
STATE, 85R. RAMSAY HAS RETURNED TO ADELAIDE THIS UEEK0 AM) I HAD 
THE OPPORTUNITY OF A BRIEF DISCUSSION WITH HIM ONLY YESTERDAY ON 
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THE RESUIFFI OP HIS NEGOTIATIONS. MR. RAMSAY03 REPORT IS INDEED 
ENCOURAGINGO I CANNOT GIVE DETAILS OF THE POSSIBLE RESULTS OF 
HIS NEGOTIATIONS BECAUSE THESE NEGOTIATIONS UXLL CONTINUE IN 
PROGRESS FOR SOL® TIE®, AND ANNOUNCEMENTS CAN ONLY BE MADE WHEN 
ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NEE? UNDERTAKINGS ARE 
COMPLETED. -
APART FROM SPECIFIC OVERSEAS. VISITS BY INDIVIDUAL 
OFFICERS^ THE GOVERNMENT UNDERTAKES ACTIVE PROMOTION OVERSEAS. 
THROUGH THE AGENT GENERAL FOR SOUTH AUSTRALIA IN LONDON. OUR 
AGENT GENERAL IS A MAN WIDELY EXPERIENCED IN THE ACTIVITIES OF 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA. PRIOR TO HIS APPOINTMENT HE PRACTISED AS A 
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT AND HAD AN ACTIVE INTEREST IN INDUSTRIAL-
UNDERTAKINGS IN OUR STATE6 APART FROM HIS INTENSIVE PROMOTIONAL 
WORK IN THE UNITED KIN3D0B39 THE AGENT GENERAL HAS MADE FREQUENT 
VISITS TO EUROPEAN COUNTRIES IN HIS EFFORTS TO ATTRACT INDUSTRY 
TO THE STATEO SOKE '20ELVE-MONTHS AGO THE GOVSLNFFLNT RE-ORGANISED 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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SHE STAFFING OF THE AGENT GENERAL58 OFFICE TO PROVIDE A SENIOR 
OFFICER TP/ ASSIST MR«- MLNE ON FULL TIES ACTIVITIES IN THI8 
P R O M O T I O N A L ^ . / : / * ' - V .'A 
THE CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT OF OUR STATE CAN ONLY CONTINUE 
"A F A' •/, BY THE CO-OPERATIVE EFFORTS OF ALL CONCERNED. I CAN ASSURE YOU 
% THAT MY GGVEPJMT WILL" COHSINUE ITS" ACTIVE EFFORTS IN THE FIEI3 
; ;; OF PROEADTIONAL T?0RKO AM.HAPF2' TOSAY THAT THE OFFICERS OF THE 
\ .mwim'a 'DEPART&IESIT,'EKGAGED ON INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION HAVE FOREIED .. 
NOT ONLY A ' 
' . ^ M EETTSSBRISES BOTH 
; ^  INTERSTATE' AND ; THESE ©COD L^M^ONSHIPS AND THE INCREASED 
" / ACTIVITY WHICH' !IHE GOV®NMBNT PLAINS FOR INDUSTRIAL HIOHOTION, WILL 
DO ££UCH TO ENSURE A SUCCESSFUL PERIOD OF DEVELOPMENT IN THE YEARS , 
AHEAD, THE CONTINUE© SUPPORT OF THE PEOPLE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA AND 
THE ACTIVE INTEREST OF YOUNG M N SUCH AS COI3EKISE THE H3EE3BERSHIP OF 
JAYCEBS WILL ®SURE -THAT THE FUTURE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENT 
IS AVERY BRIGHT/ONE..,A ATA 
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